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IMPORTANT

TYPES OF CHARGES
(Originally an LRH despatch, written on 12 September 1973.)

When people have been put in fear of their lives, when they have lost their
property, when they have for years suffered infamy “leaked” to the press from
knowingly and maliciously internationally circulated false police records, words like
“libel” and other civil law matters are very pale words indeed.
CONSPIRACY is the basic charge most in vogue today by police. It is
CONSPIRACY to circulate false police records and send them across borders and
secretly show them to judges.
A self-interest group introduced those false reports or the idea of making them
to the police. By pulling strings we can tie this in.
Despite the renowned and honored opinion of a UK law firm, it is quite correct
by common law that a criminal act can become the basis of a civil proceeding. If a
woman’s husband, who is her means of support, is murdered one can civilly sue on her
behalf to recover damages for the criminal action. This may have fallen out of use and
law students dozing over their books may have missed the fact that this was once legal,
has not been legislated against and at the worst has only fallen out of use.
In primitive tribes criminal acts are usually the subject of civil damages to the
offended or wronged or injured party. The courts of Greece, on which all modern law,
including Roman law, was founded SETTLED MURDER IN NO OTHER WAY in
the majority of its suits.
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CONSPIRACY to damage or wrong is the modern bridge between civil and
criminal law. It is a criminal act which is civilly actionable. Correspondence alone, not
only a physical meeting, can discuss an act and thus make a conspiracy. In those few
places which debar this it is possible to prove meetings in the flesh. The FBI I think
uses correspondence and phone calls to establish it.
YOU MUST HAVE A CHARGE AND DIRECTION WHICH PAVES THE
WAY TO THE EVENTUAL SNOW WHITE GENOCIDE TARGETS BY
OBTAINING DATA THAT THERE WAS A PLAN AND PLOT TO DESTROY A
RELIGION.

There are other charges than over-used “libel.”

L. RON HUBBARD
Founder
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